Dynamically adjustable spin component scaled second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory for strongly correlated molecular systems.
We present a novel spin-component scaled Møller-Plesset second order (MP2) perturbation theory [S. Grimme, J. Chem. Phys. 118, 9095 (2003)] in which the singlet and triplet correlation channels are dressed in a dynamical manner over the entire molecular potential energy surface. In order to strike the right balance between the short and long range correlation, the different correlation channels are scaled by two complementary functions without introducing any external parameter: while the singlet channel contribution to correlation energy is attenuated with increasing strong correlation of the system, the triplet channel contribution is amplified. We have justified our approach from physical reasoning as well as a few numerical examples with some difficult systems, like symmetric stretching of water and nitrogen molecules, which clearly demonstrate the efficacy of this method in describing the molecular potential energy surface, even in the strongly correlated regions where the conventional MP2 and its other variants disastrously fail.